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Rearrangements in hard-sphere glasses under oscillatory shear strain

G. Petekidis,* A. Moussaı¨d, and P. N. Pusey
Department of Physics and Astronomy, The University of Edinburgh, Mayfield Road, Edinburgh, EH9 3JZ, United Kingdom

~Received 21 April 2002; published 26 November 2002!

We investigate particle rearrangements in colloidal glasses subjected to oscillatory shear strain by the
technique of light scattering~LS! echo. LS echo directly follows the motion of the particles through peaks
~echoes! in the intensity autocorrelation function; the height of the peak measures the reversible motion in the
sample. Polydisperse hard-sphere poly-methylmethacrylate particles were used to avoid crystallization under
shear. The yielding behavior is monitored through irreversible particle rearrangements at several volume
fractions in the glass phase region. At high volume fractions the glasses are found to yield at strains as high as
15% while the irreversible rearrangements have a more gradual onset with strain for low volume fraction
glasses. The behavior of high order echoes at long times is related to the effects of shear on the frozen-in
fluctuations of the glass.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A common characteristic of a number of soft materials
that at high enough concentrations they behave as w
amorphous solids. When subjected to shear strain they
spond elastically at low stress~or strains! and plastically at
high ones. In concentrated particle suspensions shear s
may induce a disorder to order transition and yielding c
then be related both to such a transition and to further st
tural changes of the crystalline sample.

Shear-induced crystallization of suspensions of ha
sphere colloids has been studied by light scattering@1–3# and
has marked effects on the rheological behavior@4#, leading to
a decrease of the suspension’s viscosity~shear thinning!.
However, shear thinning is not always accompanied b
flow-induced ordering@5,6# but is rather attributed more gen
erally to a decrease of the Brownian contribution to the str
@7#. At higher shear rates, in concentrated systems, the
cosity increases~shear thickening! due to an increase of th
hydrodynamic stress; the latter originates from the format
of nonpermanent, disordered clusters due to strong sh
range lubrication forces@7#. Shear thinning and thickening o
hard-sphere suspensions have been studied extensive
rheology @8–11# and simulations@6,7,13# while the micro-
structural changes in the shear thickening regime that h
been predicted by theory and simulations@12,13# have been
observed by small-angle neutron scattering@5,14#.

In other systems such as concentrated emulsions, fo
or colloidal suspensions of polydisperse particles the sam
retains its amorphous structure during the application
shear but also exhibits yielding with increasing strain~or
stress! @15–17#. Theoretical models attribute such rheolog
cal similarities of soft materials to structural disorder a
metastability and relate them to glass dynamics@18#. It has
been argued that such disorder in concentrated dispers
creates energy barriers that cannot be overcome by the
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fluctuations; application of stress, however, is expected
modify those energy landscapes so that different metast
states can be reached@18#. Other theoretical studies o
driven mean-field disordered systems describe the beha
of a two-step relaxation with increasing driving force, su
gesting that the slow glassy dynamics are speeded up
increasing drive, resulting in shear thinning, while aging
stopped@19#. Related to the above is the effect of shear~con-
stant or oscillatory! on particle diffusion. Shear-induced dif
fusion in hard-sphere suspensions has been investigated
perimentally @20,21# and theoretically @22# showing an
anisotropic increase of the self-diffusion coefficient.

In general the dynamics of colloidal systems driven aw
from equilibrium by the application of shear flow are dete
mined by the interplay of the intrinsic relaxation of the sy
tem with shear flow. Except at random close packing, sm
suspended particles move in thermally induced Brown
motion, thus rearranging themselves spontaneously eve
the absence of shear. At low concentrations the partic
move independently; at higher concentrations their moti
become coupled through direct and hydrodynamic inter
tions. In highly concentrated suspensions particles are
stricted in cages formed by neighboring particles, and th
mal fluctuations evolve through a two-stage process:b
relaxation, corresponding to a fast relatively free motion
particles in the cage~slowed by hydrodynamic interactions!;
anda relaxation, an extremely slow diffusion at longer di
tances corresponding to cage breakdown@23,24#. In glasses
the large-scale rearrangements which give rise to the s
mode are suppressed and the system becomes nonerg
Shear, however, induces flow, which changes particle mo
and can dramatically affect the dynamics of the system
measure of the relative importance of Brownian and she
induced motions is given by the Pe´clet number Pe5ġtB

where ġ is the shear strain rate andtB is the Brownian re-
laxation time@for a dilute systemtB5R2/2D, whereR is the
particle radius andD (5kBT/6phR) is the Stokes-Einstein
diffusivity of a noninteracting particle in a medium with vis
cosityh]. For shear ratesġ much smaller than the Brownia
relaxation rate 1/tB (ġtB!1) the intrinsic dynamics of the
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system relax much faster than the rate at which shear dist
the structure and thus no significant effect on the structur
the dynamics of the system is expected. If, however,
shear rate is sufficiently high (ġtB>1) so that the structure
of the system is altered before it can relax back to equi
rium through its internal relaxation we may expect intere
ing effects on the structure and dynamics of the system.

Microdynamic information related to the particle traject
ries in the sheared sample is essential to elucidate the me
nism of yield and shear-induced rearrangements. In this
per we present an experimental study of the respons
glasses of polydisperse hard-sphere particles under os
tory shear strain. The light scattering~LS! echo technique is
used to follow the motion of the particles. In fact, we direc
detect the reversibility of the motion of the particles und
going periodic shear strain. Consequently the shear-indu
irreversible rearrangements can be related to yielding of
colloidal glass. The progress of yielding with increasi
strain amplitude is studied at several volume fractions in
glass regime. The paper is structured as follows. In Sec
we present the technique of light scattering echo and in S
III the experimental aspects of the work related to~A! the
samples and~B! the shear cell and the light scattering setu
The results are presented in Sec. IV and are discussed in
V. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.

II. LIGHT SCATTERING ECHO TECHNIQUE

In a dynamic light scattering~DLS! experiment the
analysis of temporal fluctuations in scattered light provid
information on the dynamics of the sample. Usually the ti
autocorrelation function of the scattered intensity,I (t), of a
single speckle, or diffraction spot, is measured. If the p
tons are scattered once~or not at all! in the sample—
transparent, single-scattering sample—DLS detects a spe
Fourier component of density fluctuations; thus the dynam
at a particular scattering wave vector,q @5(4p/l)sinu/2
with l the wavelength in the medium andu the scattering
angle# is determined@25#. If the photons are scattered man
times—opaque sample—the technique is diffusing wa
spectroscopy~DWS!. In DWS the wave vector dependenc
is lost and the measured relaxation times depend on the
tering geometry~transmission or backscattering!, rather than
the actual scattering angle, as well as on the number of s
tering eventsn ~or the transport mean free pathl * ), the
geometry of the incident beam, and the intrinsic dynamics
the sample@26–28#.

A few years ago He´braudet al. @16# and Höhler et al. @17#
reported a clever development of DWS in which the sam
is subjected to an oscillatory shear strain during the li
scattering measurement. The motion of the scatterers ind
by the shear strain causes the relative phases of the
scattered by the particles to change, so the speckle pa
changes. As the medium is distorted by the induced fl
fluctuations in the scattered light become decorrelated c
ing the measured normalized time autocorrelation function
the scattered intensityg(2)(t)5^I (t1t)I (t)&/^I (t)&2 to de-
cay. If, however, after one periodT of oscillation ~or an
integral number of periods! the particles return exactly to
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their original positions—a purely reversible deformation
then the speckle pattern also returns to its original confi
ration. The result is thatg(2)(t)21 exhibits ‘‘echoes’’ of
amplitude 1 at delay times equal to integral multiples ofT
~see Fig. 2 below!. On the other hand, if shear induces som
irreversible rearrangements and some of the particles do
return to their original positions, the echoes will have amp
tudes smaller than 1; the reduction of the amplitude of
echoes provides a measure of the degree of the irrever
rearrangement. Thus this technique of DWS, or light scat
ing, echo can be used to investigate how soft matter yie
and flows under the application of shear strain, in particu
as a function of strain amplitude.

Hébraud et al. used the method to study the motion
droplets in disordered concentrated oil-in-water emulsio
under oscillatory shear strain@16#. In the absence of any
Brownian motion the emulsion droplets were found to re
range irreversibly above a critical yield strain which i
creases with increasing concentration. As indicated by
drop of the echo amplitude, yielding occurred at relative
low strain amplitudes~below 8%!. Furthermore, surprisingly
after the drop of the first echo the amplitudes of all the la
echoes remain constant; such a behavior was attribute
localized yielding where, during the repetitive cycles of o
cillatory shear, parts of the sample always strain elastic
while other parts, completely disjoint from the former, stra
always irreversibly. Hence, it is interesting to investiga
whether such behavior is particularly characteristic of glas
of deformable droplets or is of a common origin in all pa
ticle glasses. DWS echo measurements in hard-sphere co
dal glasses were later presented by Hawet al. @29# in a study
of shear-induced crystallization, but higher order echo
could not be measured due to limitations of the correla
used. The decay of the echoes observed was related to s
induced ordering.

The aim of the work reported here is to investigate she
induced phenomena in colloidal glasses. We use ‘‘ha
sphere’’ colloidal particles of poly-methylmethacryla
~PMMA!. In order to avoid crystallization, the particles ha
a spread of size, or polydispersity, of about 12%. Thus
are able to study the microdynamic changes related to y
without the additional complication of a disorder to ord
transition. For this purpose we set up a precision oscillat
shear cell and develop and extend the DWS echo techni
originally applied@16# to samples in the limit of strong mul
tiple scattering, to less turbid samples. The goal is to und
stand the microscopic rearrangements and the dynamic
such systems when driven far from equilibrium and th
relations with macroscopic quantities such as yield strain

The interpretation of the data obtained from our expe
ments is, for several reasons, quite complicated. Here
give a simplified theory which will allow a largely qualita
tive discussion of the results. For the simple case of a di
suspension of particles undergoing Brownian motion and
strained, studied in the single-scattering regime~i.e., by or-
dinary DLS! we have@25#

Ag(2)~t!215expS 2
1

6
q2^Dr 2~t!& D , ~1!
2-2
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where^Dr 2(t)& is the mean square displacement of a sc
terer. In the strong multiple scattering limit it can be show
@28# that the correlation function in the transmission geo
etry can be approximated by

Ag(2)~t!21.expS 2
1

6
nk2^Dr 2~t!& D , ~2!

where k52p/l (5q/2 at u5180 °). One consequence o
Eq. ~2! is immediately apparent: while ordinary DLS prob
a length scale of order 1/q, the length scalel DWS probed by
DWS, l DWS.1/Ank, is smaller by a factor equal to th
square root of the number of scatterings. Thus, if we
interested in measuring particle displacements of order
nm or more, we cannot allow the number of scatteringsn to
be too large orAg(2)(t)21 will decay to zero~or at least to
the noise level! for displacements smaller than this. Thus, w
are forced to work with a relatively small number of scatt
ings where Eq.~2!, derived for the full DWS~strong scatter-
ing! limit, may not be valid. We note, however, that, a
though in the intermediate regime between single scatte
and the DWS limit a quantitative description of dynam
light scattering is difficult, there is a rigorous theory for th
case of double scattering@33#. According to this work the
contribution of double scattering from a spherical scatter
volume in the depolarized correlation function reads

Ag(2)~t!215expS 2
2

3a
k2^Dr 2~t!& D , ~3!

where a(kR,u) is a function ofkR and of the scattering
angle u. For 2kR55 (R5180 nm,l5633 nm) andu'0
we havea.2. Thus the dynamics measured under doub
scattering conditions are the same as those predicted in
DWS approximation withn52. In the work reported here
therefore, where we eliminate single scattering by usin
polarizer ~see below!, we will assume that Eq.~3! @which
coincides with Eq.~2! for n52 anda.2] gives a reason-
able~although approximate! description of the measured co
relation function@30#.

Equations~1!–~3! hold for noninteracting scatterers~di-
lute systems! and relate the measured quantityg(2)(t) to the
average microscopic motion of the particles in the sam
However, in concentrated suspensions, direct and hydro
namic interactions between particles strongly affect their
namics@31,32#. In general, light scattering measures a c
lective motion of the particles. However, Weitz and Pine@28#
have argued that, for particles larger in diameter than ab
0.4 mm ~roughly the size of our particles! studied in the
DWS limit, the situation simplifies. Then, because of angu
averaging over the multiply scattered photon paths, one m
sures largely the self-motion of the particles, described
their mean square displacements^Dr 2(t)&. @Of course, the
form of ^Dr 2(t)& itself can be strongly affected by intera
tions in concentrated systems.# Thus we will assume that Eq
~2! applies to our experiments on concentrated systems.

Subjecting a sample to an oscillatory shear strain indu
displacements of the particles in addition to those caused
Brownian motion. The echo amplitudesg(2)(t5mT)21,
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where m51,2,3, . . . measure irreversible rearrangemen
caused by both these influences. Thus we write

Ag(2)~t!21.expH 2
1

6
nk2@^Dr 2~t!&B1^Dr 2~t!&S#J

with t5mT, ~4!

where^Dr 2(t)&B is the mean square displacement associa
with Brownian motion and̂ Dr 2(t)&S is that caused by the
shear. The decay of the correlation functiong(2)(t5mT),
can therefore be associated with an average shear-ind
mean square displacement^Dr 2(t)&S . Analysis of the actual
shapes of the echoes, described byg(2)(t) at t'mT, is a
more complicated matter@16#. Here we discuss echo shap
only qualitatively~see Fig. 3 below!.

We reiterate the approximate nature of Eq.~4! as applied
to our experiments. First, the correlation function measu
for dilute systems in transmission DWS@Eq. ~2!# is only
approximately a single exponential. Second, our experime
are not performed in the strong multiple-scattering lim
Third, under the conditions of our experiments, it may not
possible to neglect collective motions completely.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Samples

The suspensions consisted of spherical particles of p
methylmethacrylate, sterically stabilized by grafted chains
poly-12-hydroxystearic acid~thickness 10–15 nm!, sus-
pended in dodecane. The particles have a radiusR
5183 nm, and size polydispersity—defined as the stand
deviation of the particle size distribution divided by the me

size R̄, s5AR2/R̄221—of about 12% as determined b
static and dynamic light scattering in dilute suspensions
agreement with previous experimental and theoretical stu
@34,35# such a polydisperse sample does not crystallize
rest. Samples with different particle volume fractionsf,
ranging fromf50.58 to the random close packing~RCP!
limit f50.67, were studied. All samples were prepared
successive dilutions of a RCP sample obtained from centr
gation. Since the suspensions do not crystallize, sam
comprising coexisting colloidal fluid and colloidal liqui
cannot be used to define the volume fraction. Thus the v
ume fraction was determined assuming that the sample
tained after centrifugation~at about 1000 g! by removing the
supernatant solvent has a volume fractionf50.67. The lat-
ter is an estimate for the volume fraction of randomly clo
packed polydisperse particles withs50.12 obtained by
computer simulations@36#. The uncertainty of the volume
fraction subsequently obtained by dilution is typical
60.003. The samples were thoroughly mixed and exp
ments were started immediately after loading the sample

B. Light scattering equipment: Shear cell

A schematic of the shear cell is shown in Fig. 1. It co
sists of two parallel horizontal glass plates whose separa
d can be adjusted in the range 0.1 to 2 mm. For most exp
2-3
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ments presented here the gap wasd50.3 mm. Both plates
are vibrated horizontally using a piezoelectric device at v
able frequencyf (51/T), providing a straing5g0 sin 2pft.
In most experiments a frequency of 70 Hz was used. The
plate is driven directly by the piezoelectric actuator with
maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of 90mm. The other end
of the top plate drives a pivoted arm whose bottom e
drives the spring-loaded bottom plate in the opposite dir
tion to that of the top plate. The pivoted arm works as a le
enabling the bottom plate to achieve peak-to-peak am
tudes up to about 600mm. Consequently, the maximum
strain amplitude g0 @5690/(23300)# that could be
achieved is about 1.15. Furthermore, in the sheared sam
there is a plane, at the level of the pivot, which is station
in the laboratory frame of reference, a feature that is valua
when studying the samples in a microscope~not reported
here!. The shear cell is open all the way around and tha
why we used a solvent bath to eliminate evaporation by s
rating the atmosphere between the parallel plates. The p
lelism of the plates was ensured by ball bearings placed
tween the glass plates. Different sizes of graded ball bear
were used to achieve different separations of the plates.
parallel plates move on precision linear ball bearings
avoid any wobbling during the motion.

The sample is illuminated from below by a helium-ne
laser with a wavelengthl5633 nm operating at 25 mW
power, while the scattered light is detected above the sam
by a single-mode fiber connected to an avalanche photod
operating in the photon counting mode. A high extincti
ratio ~better than 1026) Glan-Thomson polarizer~from
B-Halle! is placed in front of the fiber in the crossed orie
tation. The polarizer serves two purposes. First, it cuts
any ~polarized! single scattering~see below!. Second, it en-
sures that only the depolarized multiple scattering is stud
the polarized and depolarized components of the mult
scattered intensity are uncorrelated and thus, in the abs

FIG. 1. Schematic of the light scattering echo setup. An
cooled He-Ne laser (l5633 nm) operating at 25 mW was used
illuminate the sample. The laser beam was unfocused with a d
eter of about 2 mm. The scattering is detected in the transmis
geometry using a single mode optical fiber and an avalanche
todiode photon counting module. Crossed polarizers~P1 and P2,
indicated by two arrows! are used to eliminate single scattering. T
shear cell consists of two parallel glass plates with a variable s
ration. The top plate is directly vibrated by a piezoelectric actua
The bottom plate is connected to the top one through a lever w
amplifies its motion up to about six times. With this arrangem
strains of up to 100% can be reached at typical frequency of 70
05140
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of an analyzer in the detection optics, the maximum interc
of the intensity correlation functiong(2)(0)21 would be de-
creased by half. Typical measured values of the inten
correlation function ~extrapolated to zero delay time!
g(2)(0)21 were around 0.8, slightly smaller than the ide
value of 1; in the data shown below the correlation functio
have been normalized so thatg(2)(0)2151. The intensity
autocorrelation function was measured using a linear c
relator ~Flex410R from Correlator.com! which allows an ar-
bitrary distribution of delay channels to be set with gre
flexibility. The latter is an essential feature in a LS ec
experiment where accurate measurement of the echoe
quires the clustering of a large number of delay chann
around delay timest5mT.

The accuracy and reproducibility of the motion of th
parallel plates were tested by measurements in both
strong and weak scattering limits using solid samples incl
ing ground glass and white paper. Such samples were
tached to the bottom or top plate and oscillated at the typ
frequency and amplitude of our experiments. The intens
correlation function measured under such conditions rev
unattenuated echoes of full height up to very high ord
~echo number of order 100! providing direct evidence for the
accuracy and reproducibility of the oscillating motion of th
plates.

Concentrated suspensions of PMMA particles in dodec
appear opaque since the difference between the refrac
indices of the particles and the solvent is rather high (nD
51.49 for PMMA particles andnD51.422 for dodecane!.
However, for samples with thickness smaller than 2 mm i
found that the condition for DWS approximation does n
hold. This is clearly evident since a weak straight-throu
beam can be seen at such thicknesses. For the sample t
ness d50.3 mm used in most of our experiments, t
straight-through beam typically had an intensity of abo
30% of the incident intensity. This implies that the phot
mean free path in the sample is roughly equal to the sam
thickness itself. Thus, we operate in the regime where
probabilities that a photon is not scattered, is scattered o
or is scattered twice are roughly similar, and there is so
probability of higher order scattering. Since the unscatte
and single-scattered light is removed by the crossed polar
~see above! the average number of scatteringsn undergone
by the detected photons is a little larger than 2. Other m
surements give similar values forn. For example, for a par-
ticular unsheared sample we can estimaten from Eqs. ~1!
and ~2! when the single scattering is measured by two-co
dynamic light scattering, a technique which suppresses m
tiple scattering@37#.

C. Rheology

A few preliminary rheological measurements were ma
using two Rheometric Scientific rheometers; a control
strain ARES-HR with a force balance transducer 100FRT
and a controlled stress DSR-200, in a cone-plate geom
~diameter 25 mm and cone angle 0.1 rad!. Dynamic strain
sweeps were done in the former and step stress~creep! tests
in the latter.
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IV. RESULTS

The particle rearrangements induced by oscillatory sh
strain are investigated through measurements in concent
suspensions of polydisperse hard-sphere particles of diffe
volume fractions in the glass region~volume fraction f
>0.58). The size polydispersity suppresses crystallizatio
the sample both under quiescent conditions and under s
enabling the study of shear-induced rearrangements in
absence of ordering transitions.~However, such a shear
induced ordering transition is interesting in itself and will
discussed elsewhere@38#.!

Several glassy samples with volume factions rang
from f50.585 to 0.67 were studied. After loading th
sample into the shear cell, a time-averaged intensity corr
tion function was usually measured for a typical period
half an hour before the commencement of measurements
der shear. The intensity correlation function was then m
sured in the transmission geometry at different strain am
tudesg0 and at a constant frequency of 70 Hz. The str
was increased progressively with a measurement at e
strain lasting about 15 min. Hence, a typical experiment u
ally lasted not more than 6 h. Since there was concern
effects such as sedimentation or evaporation care was t
to minimize the total time of the experiment. Also, a stra
sweep with decreasing strain amplitude was always p
formed after reaching the maximum strain to ensure the
producibility of the measurements. At the same time,
avoid evaporation, we used a solvent bath to saturate
atmosphere around the sample.

In general, the response of a glassy system to exte
forces is expected to depend on the waiting time after
preparation of the sample~aging! @39,40#. In addition, rheo-
logical measurements in concentrated suspensions of sof
grogel particles@41# have demonstrated mechanical rejuv
nation of the system suggesting that aging is interrupted
the application of the appropriate stress as predicted
theory@19#. In our experiments the response of the sample
strain was found to change with time for measurements
lasted more than one day. For example the strain depend
of the echo height was found to be different during the s
ond day after loading the sample. However, since the sam
was not density matched we believe that sedimenta
played a major role in such a change and thus no gen
aging phenomena could be studied. In the measuremen
be described here, all made within a few hours of loading
sample, no time-dependent effects were observed.

A. Correlation functions under oscillatory shear

Figure 2 shows the measured intensity correlation fu
tion g(2)(t)21 for two volume fractions under a small stra
amplitude. The correlation function initially decays due
the flow-induced motion of the particles and then exhib
narrow peaks~echoes! centered around multiples of the o
cillatory shear periodT. The heights of the echoes relate
the amount of reversible motion of particles subjected
oscillatory shear strain. In Fig. 2~a! we show the first ten
echoes in the correlation function measured in a rand
close packed glass under oscillatory shear strain with v
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small amplitude (g050.008). For such small strains th
sample deforms purely reversibly; all particles return to th
initial positions after an integral number of oscillations a
therefore the heights of all echoesg(2)(mT)21 are constant
and equal to 1. Figure 2~b! displays the intensity correlation
function from a less concentrated sample (f50.587) under
periodic strain with amplitudeg050.019 where echoes 1–4
21, and 22 are shown. Here the restricted Brownian mo
of the particles inside the cage (b relaxation! is revealed in
the decay ofg(2)(t) in the absence of shear. For such lo
strain amplitude the peaks of the echoes exhibit the sa
decay as in the absence of shear, verifying that there ar
irreversible rearrangements additional to those caused
Brownian motion.

Under multiple scattering conditions, the initial decay
g(2)(t), related to the Brownian motion of particles insid
their cage, is speeded up relative to that measured by si
scattering by a factorn @compare Eqs.~1! and~2!#. Indeed, at
the limit of very largen ~thick samples! g(2)(t) appears er-
godic @g(2)(t)21 tends to zero at larget)] since the char-
acteristic length scale probed,l DWS, is smaller than the
maximum excursion of the particle in a cage and hence lo
in-cage motions lead to a complete decay of the correla
function. Thus, in order to be able to detect at least one e
in the correlation function, the apparent long relaxation tim
t l

m under multiple scattering conditions must be larger th
the periodT (51/f 50.0143 s for f 570 Hz) of the shear
(t l

m.T). For all volume fractions of the colloidal glasse
studied here~e.g., Fig. 2! we havet l

m.T but ts
m<T, where

ts
m is the apparent short relaxation time.

When assessing the relative importance of Brownian m
tion and shear, as described by the Pe´clet number~see Sec.
I!, we must use the intrinsic relaxation times of the syst
rather than those measured in~multiple! light scattering.
Here we can refer to the measurements by van Megenet al.
@39# of mean square displacements in concentrated sus
sions of PMMA particles. They find that atf50.583 par-
ticles start to be affected by the surrounding cage at ab
1.6tB,0 ~see Fig. 7 of Ref.@39#! with tB,05R2/2D0 being the
Brownian time of a dilute suspension. If we use this value
the calculation of the Pe´clet number for our system, we fin
that for strain amplitudesg0 0.1 to 1 we get Pe50.1–1~tak-
ing the maximum strain rate to bef g0). However, employ-
ing the time at which the mean square displacement rea
the intermediate plateau between the short-time diffusion~in-
cage motion! and the long-time diffusion~motion between
cages! @39#, tB'400tB,0 , the resulting Pe´clet number is Pe
525–250. These estimates suggest that the shear strain
posed in our experiments distorts significantly the metasta
equilibrium structure of the glass related to long range froz
density fluctuations, while the local, in-cage particle dist
bution function remains relatively unaffected.

The correlation function for the lower volume fractio
(f50.587) is plotted in Fig. 3 for different shear strain
The initial decay and the first echo are shown. In contras
higher volume fractions, here the decay of the echoes is
fected by the Brownian motion of the particles since t
short relaxation timets

m measured under multiple scatterin
2-5
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conditions is similar to the period of the oscillatory she
With increasing straing0, the initial decay of the correlation
function, arising from the deterministic motion due to t
shear flow, speeds up while the echo becomes narrower.
width of the echo~at half height! is twice the initial decay
time t ini , and directly proportional to the inverse strain ra
(1/ġ) @16#. The linear dependence of the initial decay ra
G (51/t ini) on strain amplitude shown in the inset of Fig.
verifies the absence of wall slip in our measurements. S
linear dependence ofG on g0 is observed in all volume
fractions, similar to the case of concentrated emulsions@16#
but contrary to the case of sheared foam@17# where a cross-
over from linear to nonlinear periodic displacements was
served.

In Fig. 4 the envelope formed by the echo peaks at dif
ent strain amplitudes is shown for a high (f50.626) and a
low (f50.587) volume fraction sample. For low strain
g(2)(mT) reflects the dynamics of the unsheared sample@as
in Fig. 2~b!#. As strain is increased, shear-induced irreve

FIG. 2. Correlation functions under oscillatory shearf
570 Hz) at low strain amplitudes~a! for the random closed packe
(f50.67) sample~no Brownian motion! under oscillatory shear
echoes 1–10 are shown (s) for a strain amplitudeg050.008. ~b!
Echoes 1–4 and 20, 21 are shown for a low volume fraction g
(f50.587) sample at a low straing050.003, (s). The sample
strains elastically as indicated by the unattenuated echo he
which follow the correlation function measured in quiescent con
tions (j).
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ible rearrangements~yield! cause a drop of the echoes. Fu
thermore, above the onset of yield a further decay of
higher order echoes is observed. To illustrate this beha
better we plot in Fig. 5 the ratio of the field correlation fun
tion g(1)(mT)5Ag(2)(mT)21 to that at the lowest mea
sured strain, for the two volume fractions shown in Fig. 4.
is now clear that, both at high and low volume fraction
oscillatory shear at a strain above the onset of yield indu
a decay of high order echoes. This behavior is in contr
with the observations of He´braudet al. @16# in highly con-
centrated emulsion glasses where high order echoes w
found to retain the same amplitude as the first one at
strains. Here we find that hard-sphere colloidal glasses
hibit a different response to shear. We may relate the tem
ral decay of the echoes ing(1)(mT) to an average shear
induced diffusion rather than to a ratio of particles that retu
to their initial position. Moreover, for times between 0.0
and 0.4 s the echo peaks seem to level to a plateau
decreases with increasing shear strain~Fig. 5!. This plateau
can be interpreted as the shear-induced value of the no
godicity parameter,f (`)@5g(1)(`)#.

Figure 6 shows the decay of the first and 21st echoes w
increasing and decreasing strain amplitude for the low
volume fractionf50.587, which is still a glass. The ech
amplitude is represented by the ratio of the intensity corre
tion function g(2)(mT)21 at a multiple of the oscillation
period ~herem51 and 21) tog(2)(0)21. Upon increasing
or decreasing the strain the sample responds in exactly
same way, as suggested by the essentially identical echo
plitudes. Such reproducibility of the data is observed in
measurements at different volume fractions, verifying th
the samples are not aging significantly nor crystallizing. No
that similar experiments in significantly less polydisper
samples (s50.06) reveal shear-induced ordering causi
hysteresis effects in the measured echo heights@38#.

s

ts
i-

FIG. 3. Correlation functions for the lower volume fractio
glass sample (f50.587) ~which shows Brownian motion! under
oscillatory shear (f 570 Hz). The initial decay and the first ech
are shown for three different strain amplitudes:g050.006 (h),
g050.072 (l), and g050.366 (s). Inset: Strain dependence o
the initial decay rate; the solid line indicates the linear increase oG
with g0.
2-6
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REARRANGEMENTS IN HARD-SPHERE GLASSES UNDER . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051402 ~2002!
B. Volume fraction dependence

The strain amplitude dependence of the first echo, re
sented by@g(2)(T)21#/@g(2)(0)21#, is shown in Fig. 7 for
several volume fractions. In the RCP sample (f50.67) par-
ticle dynamics are completely frozen and the correlat
function of the quiescent sample does not show evidenc
any in-cage short time dynamics. Under shear the sam
starts to yield at very low strains (g0.0.01), and shear
induced irreversible rearrangements increase strongly
strain resulting in a sharp drop of the echo amplitu
Glasses at lower volume fractions respond almost revers
up to a characteristic straing05gc1, as indicated by the
initial plateau of @g(2)(T)21#/@g(2)(0)21#. Above gc1
shear induces irreversible rearrangements and the sa
starts to yield. The effect of the Brownian motion on t
amplitude of the first echo is seen in the drop of the value
@g(2)(T)21#/@g(2)(0)21# at g0→0. In contrast to the RCP
solid sample, at lowerf the fast particle diffusion in the
cage is clearly detectable@Figs. 2~b! and 3# and is respon-
sible for the drop of the intercept indicated by the arrows
Fig. 7. The values of@g(2)(T)21#/@g(2)(0)21# at g0→0
for all volume fractions are plotted in the inset of Fig.
Increasing the volume fraction, theb relaxation becomes
weaker as the particles are increasingly restricted in tig
cages.

FIG. 4. The envelope of the correlation function formed by t
peaks of the echoes is shown for various strain amplitudes.~a! For
a f50.626 glass, at g050.032 (s), g050.054 (h), g0

50.064 (¹), and g050.088 (n). ~b! For the less concentrate
glass withf50.587, atg050.006 (h), g050.072 (s), and g0

50.366 (L).
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In order to concentrate just on shear-induced rearran
ments, we define

P[Ag(2)~t!21 for t5mT ~5!

and consider the quantityP/ limg0→0P, which measures the
amplitude of the echo at a certain strain relative to its am
tude at low strain. At low strain amplitudes this quantity h
a value 1, and any reduction from 1 reflects only irreversi
shear-induced rearrangements. From Eqs.~4! and~5! we get

P/ lim
g0→0

P.expH 2
1

6
nk2^Dr 2~mT!&SJ . ~6!

The effect of oscillatory shear, measured by the quan
P/ limg0→0P for the first echo (t5T), is shown in Fig. 8 as

a function ofg0 for glasses at volume fractions ranging fro
f50.67 ~RCP! to f50.587. The onset of irreversible rea
rangements,gc1, and the characteristic strain at which th
echo has disappeared,gc2, are indicated by vertical arrows
Figure 8 reveals a qualitatively different response of
glass as volume fraction increases. As discussed further
low, two regimes of behavior, with different dependences

FIG. 5. The decay of high order echoes at various strain am
tudes is represented by the ratio of the amplitude of themth echo at
a strain g0 to the corresponding amplitude at the lowest stra
gg0

(1)(mT)/g(1)(mT)g050. This ratio takes into account the decay
the high order echoes due to Brownian motion, which is incre
ingly important upon lowering the volume fraction.~a! A high
~0.626! and ~b! a low ~0.587! volume fraction are shown.
2-7
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PETEKIDIS, MOUSSAI¨D, AND PUSEY PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 051402 ~2002!
strain, can be identified.~i! At relatively high volume frac-
tions the glass behaves reversibly under small oscillat
shear strains, as indicated by the plateau atP/ limg0→0P

.1. Abovegc1 the echo amplitudes drop quite rapidly, sig
naling the onset of irreversible rearrangements~yield!. The
characteristic straingc1 increases with decreasing volum
fraction from 0.01 at RCP to about 0.15 atf50.623. ~ii ! At
somewhat lower concentrations, yielding starts at low
strains, but the echo amplitudes decrease comparati
more slowly with increasing strain~e.g., Figs. 7 and 8 for
f50.587). Consequently, at large strain amplitudes, lowf

FIG. 6. Strain amplitude dependence of the echo amplitu
g(2)(mT)21 normalized only to the intercept of the correlatio
function,g(2)(0)21. The amplitudes of the first~squares! and 21st
~circles! echoes are shown for an increasing~solid symbols! and
decreasing~open symbols! strain sweep at a volume fraction o
0.587. The reproducibility of the results suggests that there are
structural changes in the sample during this cycle.

FIG. 7. Strain amplitude dependence of the amplitude of the fi
echo,g(2)(T)21/g(2)(0)21, for all volume fractions as indicated
The arrows point at limiting values at zero strain,@g(2)(T)
21/g(2)(0)21#g050, which relates with the contribution of the
Brownian motion in the decay ofg(2)(T). Inset: Volume fraction
dependence of@g(2)(T)21/g(2)(0)21#g050.
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glasses respond more reversibly than those at highf. We
return to discuss these observations further in the next
tion.

Figure 9 shows the volume fraction dependence of
two characteristic strainsgc1 and gc2. Their f dependence
reflects the qualitatively different yielding behavior of lo
and high volume fraction glasses~Fig. 8!. Whereas the onse
of yield gc1 follows a nonmonotonic dependence onf, the
characteristic straingc2 at which the sample does not exhib
any reversible response~so that the sample may be consi
ered totally fluidized! decreases continuously with increasin
f toward RCP.

Since the echo drop originates from shear-induced i
versible rearrangements measured over a length scale d
mined by the scattering conditions it might exhibit differe
strain dependence if the number of scattering events is
tered. If we probe large length scales (*10R) by small-angle
single scattering we would not be able to detect irrevers
rearrangements at a subparticle level and thus the e
would decay at higher strains. However, for an ideal ela
solid it should be expected that the critical straingc1 would
not depend on the probing length scale provided that
latter is smaller than the former.

The ratio of the shear-induced root mean square displa
ment to the particle diameter,^Dr 2(T)&S

1/2/2R, determined
according to Eq.~6! at t5T is shown in Fig. 10 for all
volume fractions as a function of strain amplitude. In t
calculation of^Dr 2(T)&S we assumed the number of scatte
ings n to be 2 ~see Sec. III B!. Under these effectively
double-scattering conditions, particle rearrangements on
length scale of a particle radius or smaller can be follow
^Dr 2(T)&S

1/2/2R is the shear-induced enhancement of parti
displacement after one period of oscillation. At high volum
fractions, after the initial region of almost reversible motio
^Dr 2(T)&S

1/2/2R increases rapidly withg0, implying abrupt
shear-induced rearrangement. Atf50.61 the dimensionless
shear-induced displacement is~probably coincidentally! al-
most exactly the same as the imposed strain. That is to
the irreversible displacement of a particle over one cycle
more or less equal to the distance that it moves relative to
nearest neighbors in one cycle of imposed strain.@However,
for the reasons discussed at the end of Sec. II, one should
place too much reliance on the exact numerical values
^Dr 2(T)&S

1/2/2R in Fig. 10.#

V. DISCUSSION

We start the discussion with some general observati
about flow in concentrated suspensions of hard-sphere
ticles which, at first sight, might seem counterintuitive—o
at least, surprising. For simplicity we assume that sedim
tation can be neglected.

Consider first a suspension of hard spheres in wh
Brownian motion is hypothetically absent~approximated by
a suspension of large enough neutrally buoyant particl!.
Without applied stress, the particles do not move. If a ste
shear stress is applied, the suspension flows. For h
spheres, the only interactions~apart from volume exclusion!
between the particles are hydrodynamic interactions tra

e

no

st
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REARRANGEMENTS IN HARD-SPHERE GLASSES UNDER . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051402 ~2002!
mitted through the liquid. As shown, for example, by t
simulations of Brady and Morris@22# and Melroseet al.
@13#, such a suspension will, at any concentration, eventu
jam when clusters of particles, brought together by the fl
and then bound by the strong hydrodynamic lubricat
forces, span the sample container. At high particle concen
tions, jamming occurs ‘‘quickly,’’ i.e., after the sample ha
undergone a small strain; at lower concentrations, lar
strains can be tolerated before jamming. Now consider
versing the direction of the shear stress before jamming
curs. An important property of hydrodynamics at low Re
nolds number~‘‘Stokes flow’’! is that the equations o
motion are reversible. Thus, on reversing the shear stress
particles will exactly retrace their earlier trajectories, a
will eventually return to their original positions@42#. There-
fore, in the absence of Brownian motion and provided t
jamming is avoided, the motions of suspended particles
completely reversible even though the sample may unde
large strains, i.e., initially neighboring particles may beco
widely separated before the stress is reversed.

Now consider a suspension in which Brownian motion
the particles is significant, e.g., small particles. Even with
stress applied, the particles will, of course, move. At low
moderate concentrations, in the fluid state of the sample,
particle can, given enough time, diffuse throughout
sample container. However, above the concentration of
glass transition, volume fractionf.0.58, the particles are
more or less permanently caged by their neighbors, able
to execute small Brownian excursions in the free volum
within their cages. On further increase of the concentratio
random close packing,f.0.67, each particle is in perma
nent contact with several others and there is no free volu
for local motions: the particles do not move and the sam
is clearly a solid. Under an applied stress, this sample
only yield by dilating, increasing its volume~and drawing in

FIG. 8. Strain dependence of the relative first echo hei
(P/ limg0→0P) at several volume fractions as indicated. As d
scribed in the text, presenting the data in this form removes
effect of Brownian motion. Thus, whenP/ limg0→0P51 the sample
strains elastically, and any reduction below 1 implies irreversi
shear-induced rearrangements. The inset shows the data for th
dom close-packed sample with an expandedx axis.
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air!, to give the particles space to move. At a slightly low
concentration the particles have small free volumes wit
which their centers can move. Yet it is a fact of experien
surprising considering that the free volumes may be only
or 2% of the particles’ actual volume, that if such a sample
subjected to a small stress, for example, the gravitatio
stress induced by tipping its container, it will flow withou
visible dilation, albeit very slowly. Apparently, although i
the absence of stress the particles are permanently cage
their neighbors~the sample is solid!, it requires only a small
stress to break the cages and allow flow. Given the v
small free volumes available to them, the particles must
low tortuous, highly correlated, trajectories to get past e
other.

Note, also, that the observation of flow in concentra
samples at low stress implies that jamming does not occu
it would in the absence of Brownian motion~see above!. In
fact, it is known that at larger stresses the sample does
This is illustrated directly by the ‘‘cornstarch experiment.’’
concentrated suspension of cornstarch in water can be ge
stirred by a spoon, and flows smoothly; but, if vigorous s
ring is attempted, the suspension jams and solidifies. T
behavior is understood in terms of competition, quantified
a Péclet number, between stress-induced flow and Brown
motion ~discussed in Sec. I!. At a large enough Pe´clet num-
ber, stress-induced motion dominates and the suspen
jams as it would in the complete absence of Brownian m
tion. However, at small Pe´clet numbers random Brownia
displacements apparently prevent jamming and allow
suspension to flow.

From these observations we reiterate three impor
points. ~1! In the absence of Brownian motion, the motio
of particles in a sheared suspension are completely rev
ible. ~2! In the absence of Brownian motion, a sheared s
pension will jam.~3! At low Péclet numbers, Brownian mo

t
-
e

e
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FIG. 9. The volume fraction dependence of the critical stra
gc1 (j) andgc2 (s), determined from the curves in Fig. 8 as th
strain values, where irreversible rearrangements first appear
result in complete decay of the first echo, respectively. The das
and dotted lines are to guide the eye. The solid line represents
critical strain 12(f/fRCP)

1/3, related to the surface-surface inte
particle distance.
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PETEKIDIS, MOUSSAI¨D, AND PUSEY PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 051402 ~2002!
tion prevents jamming, and allows flow even at very hi
suspension concentrations. We now consider the implicat
of these points for the interpretation of our experiments. F
it is clear that there are different kinds of distortion of
sample which can lead to the observation of light scatter
echoes under oscillatory shear. One is an elastic distor
where the strain of the sample would spontaneously retur
zero if the stress were removed. Another is what might
called a reversible viscous distortion, of the kind discus
above, which results from the reversibility of the hydrod
namic equations. Here, if the stress is removed at some t
the sample will retain the distortion that it has accumula
up to that time; only if the stress history is reversed will t
particles in the sample regain their original positions. S
ond, it is also clear that, although detailed analysis may
difficult, light scattering echo experiments should provi
information on the complicated way in which stress-induc
and Brownian motions interact in the flow of concentrat
suspensions. The experimental behavior can, in fact,
viewed as a high concentration analog of Taylor dispersio
dilute suspensions, where diffusional spread of particles
the direction of a steady show flow is enhanced by th
transverse diffusion into different streamlines. Furthermo
combining LS echo and rheology should help to distingu
between elastic and reversible viscous responses. Below
attempt to rationalize the experimental findings presente
Sec. IV in the light of these remarks.

Interpretation of the results~Fig. 8! for the random close-
packedf50.67 sample seems straightforward. This sam
is a quite stiff paste, formed in a centrifuge tube at an ac
eration of;1000g and then carefully transferred to the she
cell. The PMMA particles~radius 183 nm! are sterically sta-
bilized by coatings~thickness 10–15 nm! of a polymer brush
of poly-12-hydroxystearic acid. In the RCP sample any o
particle is touching several others, randomly arranged aro
it, so that their coatings overlap. The coatings are somew
elastic, so that this amorphous solid can tolerate some el

FIG. 10. Square root of the shear-induced mean square disp
ments normalized to the particle diameter,A^Dr 2(t)&S/2R, as a
function of strain amplitude for various volume fractions as in
cated.
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strain. The results of Fig. 8~inset!, where the plateau a
P/ limg0→0P.1 extends to a strain of about 0.01, imply a

elastic response corresponding to a compression of the
ticles’ coatings by about 3 nm. Forg0>0.01, the amorphous
solid dilates and visible cracks appear: the rapid drop of
echo amplitudes toward zero with increasingg0 implies sig-
nificant irreversible rearrangements within the sample.

Consider now the samples at slightly lower concentratio
f50.637 and 0.623. In these samples, the particles are
touching on average, and undergo restricted Brownian m
tion inside the cages formed by their neighbors. An estim
of the average separation of the surfaces of two neighbo
particles is 2R@(fRCP/f)1/321# ~where 2R is the average
diameter of the particles!, or ;0.02532R for f50.623.
Naively, therefore, one might expect that this sample co
tolerate an elastic strain ofg050.025, and that for strains
larger than this the particles would bump into each oth
inducing irreversible rearrangements. In fact the data of F
8 and 10 suggest much larger characteristic strains than
the plateau whereP/ limg0→0P.1 extends togc1.0.1 for

f50.637 and togc1.0.15 forf50.623. Thus the introduc
tion, by dilution from RCP, of a small amount of free volum
into the sample allows a much larger reversible distort
than the naive estimate suggests. The detailed mechanis
which this occurs is uncertain but, in view of the discussi
above, both elastic and reversible viscous effects are likel
contribute. To picture the elastic component, one could im
ine that the cluster of 10 or 12 particles, which make up
particle and its cage, could be distorted considerably un
oscillatory shear without the particles significantly changi
their relative positions. By contrast with the ‘‘particle ela
ticity’’ exhibited by the RCP sample, one might call th
behavior ‘‘cage elasticity.’’

The behavior exhibited by the samples atf50.61 and
0.587 @type ~ii ! behavior, Sec. IV# implies more gradual
shear-induced structural change: irreversible rearrangem
starts at lower strain amplitudes but memory of the init
structure persists to higher amplitudes. Again a main issu
to separate elastic and viscous effects. One might specu
that the high strain reversibility is largely viscous in natu
since it is difficult to believe that a particle cage would reta
its integrity under strains as large asg050.5. Here, prelimi-
nary rheological measurements can shed some light—so
we only have data on a low concentration glassf50.584.
Figure 11~b! shows a step stress~creep! experiment. A small
constant stress (5 dyn/cm2) is applied for 60 s and the re
sulting strain is monitored for 250 s. As can be seen in
figure, the maximum strain achieved is about 0.08. When
stress is removed, the sample recovers elastically a stra
about 0.03, leaving an unrecovered strain of about 0.05.
Fig. 8, for f50.587, shows that, for a strain amplitudeg0
50.08, the particle motions under oscillatory shear are
most completely reversible (P/ limg0→0P.0.9). We can
conclude, therefore, that a large part of the strain which
not recovered in the rheological measurement is associ
with a reversible viscous distortion on the time scale of
light scattering echo measurements.

Figure 11~a! shows, for the same sample atf50.584, a

ce-
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REARRANGEMENTS IN HARD-SPHERE GLASSES UNDER . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051402 ~2002!
dynamic strain sweep which resembles the rheological c
ditions under which the LS echo experiments were p
formed. The storageG8 and lossG9, moduli were measured
along with the complex viscosityh* , as function of strain
amplitude at a frequency of 10 Hz. At low strainsG8 is
greater thanG9, consistent with the sample showing som
true elasticity. For strainsg0.0.20, G8, andG9 are similar,
indicating that the sample is viscoelastic.~A more complete
study of the macroscopic rheological properties of polyd
perse hard-sphere glasses will be presented elsewhere@43#.!

Returning to the nature of cage elasticity, we look again
measurements by van Megenet al. @39# of the Brownian
mean square displacements of particles measured in sim
PMMA colloidal glasses under quiescent conditions. Th
authors found that, in a low volume fraction colloidal gla
(f50.58), the mean square dispacement^Dr 2(t)&B /R2

saturates at about 0.08 so thatA^Dr 2(`)&B50.28R. In other
words, although the distance between neighboring part
surfaces is small~about 0.067R), a particle can move ove
distances of 0.28R while still in its cage. Such a large rang
of motion of a single particle implies quite loose cages a
strongly collective motions of groups of particles. This o
servation is consistent with the surprisingly large reversi
cage distortions discussed above.

The discussion so far has concentrated on the behavio
the first echo as a function of strain amplitude at seve
volume fractions. In addition, the higher order echoes mo
tor the dependence of the slow dynamics on shear str
Thus the temporal decay of the echo peaks describes
effect of oscillatory shear strain on the slowa relaxation,
associated with the restructuring of the cage. The fact
there is a temporal decay of the high order echo~see Fig. 5!
supports the notion of a speedup of the slow dynamics du
shear. Such dependence on shear strain is reminiscent o
behavior of the correlation function in glassy systems driv
by an external force suggested by theory and simulations
Berthieret al. @19#. The correlation functions of high volum
fraction samples at very low strains exhibit a plateau at tim
up to 0.1–1 s corresponding to the frozen fluctuation of
glass@Fig. 4~a!# with a nonergodicity parameter of almost
At higher strains, the echoes reveal a temporal relaxa
toward a plateau which decreases with increasing strain
nally, above the characteristic straingc2 the sample flows
and the correlation function completely decays to zero
0.1–1 s. At lower volume fractions the observed decay of
echoes at low strains@Fig. 4~b!# results from the Brownian
motion of the particles in their cages. On increasing
strain, however, the observed dynamics again speed up
ther@Fig. 4~b!#. If the contribution of the Brownian motion is
divided out ~Fig. 5!, a qualitatively similar behavior is re
vealed for all volume fractions. Furthermore, as is the c
for the first echo~above!, higher order echoes do exhibit
more gradual decay with strain at lower volume fractions

Thus, hard-sphere colloidal glasses do not exhibit the ‘
calized yielding’’ effect found in concentrated emulsions u
der shear@16#, where two independent sets of particles u
dergo either reversible or chaotic motion and the high or
echoes all retain the same amplitude as the first. In our c
it seems more appropriate to discuss the decay of high o
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echoes in terms of a shear-induced diffusion, analogous
high volume fraction Taylor dispersion.

Finally, we mention that LS echo measurements p
formed as a function of frequency should provide valua
information about the interaction between Brownian moti
and shear flow. As discussed at the beginning of this sect
in the absence of Brownian motion, particle trajector
should be completely reversible. With Brownian motio
however, any particle will generally end up after half a cyc
of shear in a different position than would have been the c
without Brownian motion. Thus in the next half cycle it wi
not follow in reverse exactly its initial trajectory. The great
the Brownian displacement, the more different will be t
initial and reverse trajectories. At higher oscillation freque
cies, the particles have less time to move in Brownian m
tion during one cycle; therefore the induced flow in t
sample should be more reversible and the measured
scattering echoes should be larger. Preliminary meas
ments show this to be the case. Figure 12 shows the s
amplitude dependence of the first echo, represented
@g(2)(T)21#/@g(2)(0)21#, for two different frequencies (f
510 Hz andf 570 Hz) at a volume fractionf.0.625. In

FIG. 11. ~a! Strain dependence of the dynamic shear mod
~storageG8, h; lossG9, s) for a low volume fraction glass at a
frequency of 10 Hz. TheG8-G9 crossover, shown by the arrow
identifies the yield strain. The complex dynamic shear viscosityh*
is also shown in the plot (m). ~b! Stress step~creep! experiment at
a stresss55 dyn/cm2.
2-11
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these measurements it is clear that the echo amplitudes
smaller at the lower frequency (f 510 Hz). Thus, the irre-
versible rearrangements in the sample are, becaus
Brownian motion, greater as the frequency of oscillato
shear is decreased.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The qualitative features of shear-induced rearrangem
and ordering can be studied by the light scattering echo te
nique, providing quantitative microdynamic information o
the yielding process. Under oscillatory shear strain colloi
glasses can sustain surprisingly large strains, up to a
15%, before they start yielding irreversibly. The results p
sented here suggest that concentrated particle suspen
yield in a quite complicated manner under the application
shear.

FIG. 12. Strain amplitude dependence of the first echo am
tude at two different frequencies atf 570 Hz (j) and f
510 Hz (s). The volume fraction of the sample isf.0.625
60.005.
Y.
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The nature of the yielding process depends strongly
concentration. At high volume fractions (f*0.62), irrevers-
ible rearrangements increase rapidly as strain amplitud
increased while at lower volume fractions a more grad
yielding is observed. Such complicated behavior results fr
a combination of three effects: an elastic distortion, as m
sured in rheological experiments; a reversible viscous dis
tion; and a high concentration analog of Taylor dispers
arising from the interplay of Brownian motion and Stok
flow.

Following the high order echoes with increasing strain
are able to monitor the strain dependence of the froze
fluctuations in the glass. Their decay with increasing ec
number represents the speeding up of the long time re
ation (a relaxation! as the external drive is increased, eve
tually leading to a shear-induced fluidization of the glass
high strain amplitudes.

There are several clear directions in which this resea
can be developed. Further comparison between rheolog
and light scattering echo measurements should allow a m
complete separation of elastic and reversible viscous dis
tions. More extensive LS echo measurements as a func
of frequency should elucidate the interplay of Brownian m
tion and Stokes flow. Finally, it might be possible to follo
directly in a microscope the tortuous trajectories followed
particles in sheared concentrated suspensions.
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